


We develop and partner with brands that are craft, 

authentic and, more importantly, incredible liquids, 

relevant for all sectors of the on/off-trade and 

wholesale markets. Choosing to stock our exclusive 

products is only the beginning. Our customer 

activation projects include events, promotions 

and building customer awareness. 

Our dedicated Brand Activation Managers offer 

training on a range of subjects, from category 

knowledge to expert cocktail masterclasses. Signature 

Brands Activation Managers help to build brand 

awareness and understanding, and generate business 

with our products. We also provide full installations 

of our draught range and branded POS including 

beer fonts, unique glassware, mats and t-shirts.

SIGNATURE BRANDS ARE CURATORS AND CREATORS 
OF AN OUTSTANDING PORTFOLIO OF SPIRITS, 
LIQUEURS, BEERS, CIDERS AND SOFT DRINKS.



OUR RANGE
SPIRITS & LIQUEURS 

OLD J 

ARBER

MOONSHINE 

MONIN

PAIXAO

OLD MONARCH 

JUAN DE LA COSTA 

BOTTLED & DRAUGHT BEERS 

LUCKY BUDDHA 

BIRRA MORENA 

CRUZCAMPO 

DORTMUNDER 

PARDAL 

GRAND CENTRAL 

BIRRA MURANO 

PORTLAND 

BANGLA 

LAL TOOFAN

EXPORT & GRAYS

BOTTLED & DRAUGHT CIDERS  
SOUTH WEST ORCHARDS 

APPLESHED

PACKAGED COCKTAILS  
SOHO STREET COCKTAILS

SOFT DRINKS & WATER 

MARLISH 



OLD J
SPICED RUMS
Old J Spiced Rums are inspired by the great 
Admiral Vernon's 'Old Grog', but produced with
a modern 21st-Century rum drinker in mind.

It took over sixty trials before the perfect 
harmony of ingredients was found and Old J 
Original Spiced Rum's smooth and spicy flavour 
profile was born, but it was worth it, as Old J was 
the first spiced rum to win 'Master' status at the 
Rum Masters Awards 2016/17. Old J is now 
available in seven unique expressions, widening  
its appeal to modern rum lovers.

OLDJ.SIGNATURE-BRANDS.CO.UK
@OLDJSPICEDRUM



AS SEEN IN
 

Vogue, Closer, Metro,
Daily Mirror,

Cosmopolitan,
Pick Me Up!



OLD J RANGE 
 
Each flavour of the Old J collection has a subtle 
hint of spice running through. In order to the bring 
out the flavours in each of the varieties, here are
a few simple serves to try: 
 
The full range is available in 5cl and 70cl bottles

 OLD J SPICED - ABV 35%
The original Persian lime and smooth vanilla taste 
seasoned with cinnamon and toffee.
 
OLD J CHERRY - ABV 35%
Fruity hits of marasca cherry combined with
delicate spices and subtle hints of vanilla. 
 
OLD J PINEAPPLE - ABV 35%
A fresh, tropical flavour profile with a fragrant pineapple
aroma and gently accented with sweet notes; suitable
for everyday sipping and dynamic cocktails.  
 
OLD J SILVER - ABV 35%
Perfectly clear in colour, making it versatile for 
cocktail making, while retaining that vanilla flavour. 
 
OLD J GOLD - ABV 40%
Handcrafted pot-stilled rum aged 3 years in oak.   
 
OLD J DARK - ABV 40%
A dark, moody spiced rum, with notes  
of salted caramel and a splash of vanilla. 
 
OLD J TIKI FIRE - ABV 75.5%
The world’s first 151 overproof spiced rum.  

LEMON SHERBET
 

Pour 50ml of Old J Spiced into glass. 
Top up with Ting Grapefruit Soda 

and garnish with ice, lime and 
lemon sherbet sweets on the side!



SPICED CUBA LIBRE 
Add 50ml of Old J Spiced into a tin cup or glass. 
Top up with cola, ice and garnish with a wedge of lime.

RUM N GINGER
Fill half a tin cup 

or rocks glass with 
ginger beer. Add ice, a 

squeezed lime wedge 
and top up with 50ml

of Old J Dark.

FRUIT SALAD 
Add 50ml of Old J 
Cherry into a tumbler 
and top with 
Old Jamaica 
Pineapple Soda. 
Add ice and garnish 
with a slice of lime 
(and fruit salad 
sweets on the side)!



ARBER GIN
Born in 1879, Agnes Arber was a renowned 
botanical historian and dedicated her life to the 
study of plant anatomy. She was the first female 
botanist to be elected as a Fellow of the Royal 
Society in 1946. 
 
In 1948, Agnes Arber became the first woman
to receive the Gold Medal of the Linnean Society,
a world-famous institution dedicated to the study
of natural history, for her contributions to
botanical science.

It is with an appreciation for Arber’s work – her 
dedication to discovering all the intricacies and 
wonders of the natural world – that this gin 
collection has been produced.

PINEAPPLE G&T
 
50ml Arber Pineapple, topped with 
Marlish English Tonic Water. Add lashings 
of ice and garnish with a grapefruit wheel.

Hamish Smith
Editor of CLASS Magazine
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AS SEEN IN
 

GQ Magazine, Metro,
BBC Good Food,

best, Closer, delicious, 
Shortlist



AVAILABLE IN BOTH 
5CL & 70CL BOTTLESARBER GIN

 
AGNES ARBER PREMIUM GIN 41.6% 
Size: 70cl / 5cl
A convergence of nine botanicals distilled together. 
The savoury, earthy notes of juniper, coriander and 
angelica are complemented by the warm, spicy 
undertones of cassia. Lemon, orange and grapefruit 
add citric sweetness and acidity, while woody orris 
root and liquorice add depth and texture. 
 
ARBER RHUBARB GIN 41.6% - Size: 70cl / 5cl 
A delightful twist on the original Agnes Arber 
Premium Gin. After distillation, the gin is infused 
with the delicious signature tartness of rhubarb 
along with bold flavours such as grapefruit. 
 
ARBER PINEAPPLE GIN 41.6% - 
Size: 70cl / 5cl 
The flavours of pineapple and mango are added to 
original Agnes Arber Premium Gin, post-distillation. 
A rich and totally tropical gin with freshly cut 
pineapple and a hint of mango on the nose.



SPRING TIME G&T 
A delightful twist on a classic. 
50ml of Agnes Arber Premium Gin, topped 
with Marlish Elderflower Tonic. Garnish with 
juniper berries, lemon peel and for that 
something special, edible flowers.

PINEAPPLE SOUR 
Mix 50ml Agnes Arber 

Pineapple Gin, 
15ml Monin Triple Sec, 

30ml of lemon juice, 
15ml sugar syrup 

in a cocktail shaker with 
ice. Strain into a coupe 

glass and garnish with 
orange peel.

RHUBARB AND 
RASPBERRY 
Pour 50ml Agnes Arber 
Rhubarb Gin into glass 
and top with Marlish 
Raspberry Tonic Water. 
Garnish with fresh 
raspberries and lots 
of ice.



MOSCOW MULE
Squeeze a quarter of a lime into copper 
mug and then drop in spent shell. 
Add ice and 50ml of Moonshine Vodka. 
Top up with cold ginger beer.

MOONSHINE
VODKA
 
During the 1920s, the prohibition of alcohol 
came into effect across the USA, making the 
manufacture and sale of alcohol illegal.

With prosperity on the rise, so was social change. 
This social change was fuelled by Moonshine;  
home-brewed alcohol produced illegally under  
the cover of darkness and guided by the light  
of the moon.

Moonshine vodka is produced in honour of the 
moonlight that gave birth to the ideals of the 
modern way of life. A premium, contemporary 
take on the classic concept of Moonshine spirits, 
Moonshine vodka is made with 100% French  
wheat grain spirit.

ABV: 37.5%  - Size: 70cl / 1.5LTR



COSMOPOLITAN 
Add 50ml of Moonshine Vodka, 15ml of Triple Sec, 
30ml of cranberry juice and 10ml of lime juice into 
a cocktail shaker. Add ice and shake thoroughly.  
Strain into a martini glass and garnish with an orange twist.

BLOODY MARY
Place ice into a jug and top with 

50ml of Moonshine Vodka, 
250ml of tomato juice, 1tsp of 

lemon juice and a few shakes 
of Tabasco and Worcestershire 

sauce. Add in a pinch of salt and 
pepper. Stir until jug feels cold 

and strain into a tall glass. Top up 
with fresh ice and garnish with a 

celery stick and lemon slice. 

LEMON DROP 
Coat the rim of a 
coupe glass with 
sugar. Pour 50ml of 
Moonshine Vodka, 
15ml of Triple Sec, 
30ml of simple syrup 
and 30ml of lemon 
juice into a cocktail 
shaker. Add ice, 
shake and strain 
into coupe glass.



MONIN 
PREMIUM 
LIQUEURS 
An internationally acclaimed, premium French 
brand, Monin delivers innovative, gourmet flavour 
solutions built on a bedrock of more than  
a century of traditional artisanal beverage 
knowhow. Having remained a family-owned 
company since 1912, Monin is a trusted partner 
and a  brand of choice for hospitality professionals 
in over 150 countries.
 
Using the finest ingredients sourced from around 
the world, Monin has 24 liqueurs to choose from, 
including those ‘must have’ items such as Triple 
Sec Curaçao, Apricot Brandy and Cassis de Dijon. 
  

ESPRESSO MARTINI
Mix 75ml Monin Café Liqueur, 
60ml vodka, 75ml espresso in a cocktail 
shaker with ice. Shake vigorously and 
double strain into a martini glass and 
garnish with coffee beans.



MONIN 

LIQUEURS

FLAVOURS

Apricot Brandy / Banana / Blackberry 

Blue Curaçao / Cassis de Dijon  

Cherry Brandy / Cocoa / Coconut 

Coffee / Green Melon / Green Mint 

Lychee / Manzana Verde 

Orange Curaçao / Peach / Raspberry 

Strawberry / Triple Sec Curaçao 25 

Triple Sec Curaçao 38 / Vanilla 

Violet / Watermelon 

White Cocoa / White Mint.

ABV: Various - Size:  70cl Bottle



PAIXAO
PASSIONFRUIT
LIQUEUR
ABV : 17% - Size: 70cl 
Made with real passion and real passionfruit, 
Paixao is an intense and warm passionfruit 
liqueur, made for those who wish to experience 
the passion in the everyday whether that’s on the 
rocks, over ice or in a cocktail.

Only counting the happy hours, Paixao brings 
the taste of summer to a glass. Designed with the 
bold, adventurous and passionate in mind.



PAIXAO PASSIONFRUIT LIQUEUR

PAIXAO MARTINI  
Place 35ml Agnes Arber 

Pineapple Gin, 15ml 
Paixao, 25ml Mango 

Puree, 25ml Pineapple 
Juice, 15ml Lemon Juice, 
15ml Monin Butterscotch

Syrup into a shaker with 
ice. Shake and strain into 

martini glass. Garnish 
with half a passionfruit. 

PEACH & 
PASSIONFRUIT 
BELLINI 
Fill a shaker with 15ml 
of Paixao, 10ml of Peach 
Puree and ice. Shake and 
strain into a champagne 
flute or martini glass. 



OLD MONARCH
 

Old Monarch Scotch Whisky was produced 
as a tribute to the iconic Monarch of the Glen, 
an oil-on-canvas painting from 1851 by Sir 
Edwin Landseer. Landseer was a member of the 
Royal Academy, a favourite of Queen Victoria. 
He received a national commission to paint 
a picture for the Refreshment Rooms at the 
House of Lords, and so produced his masterpiece. 

Old Monarch is blended using the finest 
ingredients in an endeavour for the same 
majesty as Sir Landseer’s work; we consider 
it our own Scottish masterpiece.
 
It is a richly flavoured, blended Scotch Whisky. 
The body, combining tastes of woody vanilla 
and sweet toffee, leads smoothly towards a 
long, warming finish.  It can be enjoyed on its own, 
over ice or try it in one of our cocktail recipes.

ABV: 40.0%  - Size: 1.5LTR  / 70cl



SCOTCH OLD FASHIONED 
50ml of Old Monarch, with 5ml of simple sugar syrup and 
two dashes of Angostura bitters. Add the sugar syrup, bitters 
into a rocks glass and stir. Fill the glass with large ice cubes, 
add the Old Monarch Whisky and gently stir to combine. 
Squeeze over orange peel to release the oils and add to glass.

MONARCH 
MANHATTAN 

50ml of Old Monarch 
with 25ml sweet 

vermouth and 3 dashes 
of chocolate bitters. 

Mix into a  glass with 
ice and stir. Strain into 

a coupe glass and garnish 
with candied banana.

MONARCH OF 
THE GLEN 



JUAN DE LA 
COSTA RUM
A superior Caribbean rum, distilled from cane 
sugar and imported from the island of St Lucia 
in the Caribbean. Costa is available as a white 
or dark superior rum.

DARK RUM - ABV : 37.5%  Size: 70cl 
Golden-amber in colour with a lovely vanilla-bean 
nose, this 70-proof rum opens with some nice 
tropical notes and sugar cane, then hints  
of the bourbon barrels where it was aged.

WHITE RUM- ABV : 37.5% - Size: 70cl / 1.5LTR 
Perfectly clear and colourless, this young rum 
immediately displays an intense aromatic richness, 
with soft notes of banana, mango and nougat. The 
palate entry is primarily sweet, and then a dominant 
sharpness emerges, leading to bold fruity aromas.



MAI TAI (below) 
25ml of both Juan De La Costa White and Dark Rums 
2 tbsp of Monin Triple Sec. 1 tbsp of grenadine. 
1 tbsp of orgeat or almond syrup. Juice of half a lime. 
Add all ingredients into a cocktail shaker and mix well. 
Place ice into a tumbler and pour over the liquid. 
Garnish with a maraschino cherry and wedge of pineapple.

JUAN DE LA COSTA 
WHITE RUM

MOJITO 
Muddle juice of 1 lime, 
with 1 tso of sugar and 
a handful of mint leaves 
in a small jug. Pour into 
a tall glass and add ice. 
Pour over 50ml of Juan 
De La Costa White Rum, 
and stir with long handled 
spoon. Top with Marlish 
Soda Water to serve.



LUCKY BUDDHA
 
Lucky Buddha represents the aspirational Buddhist 
notions of a good and enlightened life whilst the 
beer, brewed and bottled in China, combines a 
fusion of the finest-quality malt, hops, rice flakes 
and pristine water.
 
The Lucky Buddha experience is one to be savoured; 
from the tactile carved glass, to the gleeful Buddha 
grin, to the four good luck symbols on the bottle; 
good fortune, happiness, longevity and prosperity. 

ABV: 4.8%
Size: 330ml Bottle



FOOD PAIRING
Lucky Buddha pairs perfectly with 

East Asian cuisine, particularly 
dishes with chilli and aromatic herbs. 
Try serving it with small plates - such 

as chilli squid or vegetable tempura.





BIRRA MORENA
The Drive Beer Brewery is one of only a handful 
of wholly owned, independent breweries left in Italy 
and is located in Basilicata, a rural region found to 
the south of the country. The beauty of Basilicata 
inspired a beer to be savoured based on a recipe 
that only ever uses pure malted barley.

CLASSICA - ABV : 4.6% - Size: 330ml / 660ml 
Classica offers a refined, refreshing variation of 
the original Birra Morena,  finely hopped and made 
with the highest quality of Italian grains. The palate  
is well structured with malty notes and an elegantly 
balanced taste. 

ORO - ABV : 5.2%  - Size: 330ml Bottle  
Oro is a 100% pure malt lager, made especially for 
the most demanding palates with strong notes of 
barley, vanilla and cloves, and a warming, sunrise-
gold colour. Only the best super-aromatic hops are 
used to produce Morena’s crisp, refreshing flavour.



CRUZCAMPO 

True to its essence since 1904, Cruzcampo 
is a pilsner-style lager with  a blonde straw 
colour. Cruzcampo is one of Spain’s most 
beloved beers.
 
CERVEZA PILSEN - ABV: 4.8%
Size: 30LTR 
Cruzcampo has a light, fruity aroma with  
an air of ripe apple which stands out over  
its balanced flavour of malty sweetness and 
soft bitterness. Its light body provides  
a pleasant mouthfeel which satisfies the 
palate and makes way for a compelling, 
bittersweet finish. 







DORTMUNDER
Dortmunder is a range of premium German 
beer with a long and rich history. It began life 
at the Struck Brewery in the industrial city of 
Dortmund, which was turned into a stockholder 
company named “Dortmunder Union-Brauerei 
Actiengesellschaft” in 1873.

UNION PILS - ABV : 4.8% - 50L Keg 
A pale pils-like brew, this is the signature of 
master brewer Fritz Brinkhoff. The same classic 
pilsner recipe created in 1887 is still used today, 
brewed to strict German purity laws with 
Hallertau hops which give a perfect, classic bitter 
balance to the sweet, malty undertones. 

VIER - ABV : 4.0% - 50L Keg 
A genuine imported German pilsner, Dortmunder
Vier is a premium beer and one of the finest 4%
beers in the UK. It is brewed to strict German 
purity laws which dictate that only water, wheat
and hops are used. The pale lager with key influences
from Pilsner, gold in colour with a moderate 
bitterness from the Noble hops, Dortmunder 
Vier has a lean body, full of character with a 
beautiful, crisp finish.

DORTMUNDER



PARDAL
Pardál is brewed using the soft water from Budvar’s 
10,000-year-old well. The renowned brewery, 
with a view to breaking the mould of typical Czech 
lager, formed a panel of three hundred consumers 
to define the character of the beer as well as the 
values of the brand.

‘Pardál’ translates to ‘panther’, representing the 
strong-minded, individualistic consumers to whom 
this beer is tailored. It is also slang  in Czech for 
drinking buddy, so Pardál must not be drunk alone!

Pardál takes 11 days to brew which is significantly 
longer than most lagers. Then it undergoes a 30 day 
maturation process making it an easy-drinking lager 
with a full mouthfeel and a bitter but well-balanced 
taste. Pardál is unique, with a sessionable ABV of 
3.8%, but more flavour than many  4 or 5% beers. 

ABV: 3.8% - Size: 30 / 50LTR 





FOOD PAIRING
 
Grand Central IPA pairs really well with 
burgers, that have a smoky BBQ sauce 
and onions as a garnish. The hoppy notes 
also cut through spicy foods very well.



GRAND CENTRAL IPA
Over 750,000 passengers make their way across the 
marble floors of Grand Central Station in New York, 
past the remarkable clock, each day, to catch that 
all-important train.
 
But the Grand Central clock holds a secret… 
It runs a minute fast so that passengers have 
a little more time than they think they do.
 
The same is said for Grand Central IPA.
 
This distinctive, crisp and clean beer is perfect for  
escaping the hustle and bustle, and enjoying with friends. 
Take a moment to appreciate the fresh, unrefined and very 
lightly filtered experience of this sessionable craft beer.

ABV: 4.2% - Size: 30 / 50LTR 



BIRRA MURANO
On the banks of the Grande Canal di Murano, you’ll 
find the natural splendours of a Venetian island, 
steeped in heritage and charming streets.
Artisanal glass blowers creating intricate pieces by 
candlelight, traditional pizzerias dotted along the 
coastline whilst the philosophy of ‘the sweetness of 
doing nothing’ echoes resoundingly around the island.
 
Founded on a desire to enjoy a slower pace of life 
and appreciating these simpler pleasures, the story of 
Birra Murano was born.

Clean yet crisp with a refreshing bitterness and hint  
of citrus,Birra Murano brings together all the 
hallmarks of a traditional Italian pilsner, meticulously 
brewed using only five simple ingredients. The zesty 
subtle hint of citrus takes inspiration from the sun-
drenched coastline of Murano whilst the mouth-
watering, unmistakeable malt flavouring adds a fine 
flavour and balance.

ABV: 4.6% - Size: 30 / 50LTR Keg | 330ml bottlesBIRRA MURANO

BIRRA MURANO





PORTLAND CRAFT 
BEER CO.



PORTLAND AMERICAN ALE  - 
ABV: 4.1%  - Size: 30LTR

Mosaic hops are added at three points during the boil, 
and again during fermentation. This imparts bold hop 

characteristics, including peach, mango, lemon and pine 
flavours and aromas. Pale Ale malt, Lager malt and 

a touch of light Caramalt gently balance the beer while 
allowing the fantastic fruity flavours to shine through. 

The result is a blonde beer  with a dry, hoppy finish and 
bags of Mosaic personality.

PORTLAND STOUT PORTER  - 
ABV: 4.1%  - Size: 30LTR

Portland Stout Porter uses Fuggle and Goldings 
hops for its fruity, floral and spicy taste. The final 

result is a rich, chocolatey, creamy,  smooth stout 
with good character and strength.

Portland Craft Beer Co. has partnered with some  

of the world’s greatest master brewers to deliver a 

range of the finest modern craft beers. 



BANGLA BEER
The temples of Dinajpur; the tea gardens 
of Sylhet; the rainforests  of Sundarban – 
Bangladesh contains a wealth of exotic 
sights, cultures and culinary delights 
which have inspired this beer. 



Bangla Beer is a specially created brew, designed 

to complement Bangladeshi and Indian Cuisine. 

It has a deep gold colour, reminiscent of the yellow  

 
 
 

sun blazing over the Bay of Bengal. Available 

in both draught and bottles to suit all outlets.

ABV : 4.3% - Size: 50LTR 

ABV : 4.8%  -  Size: 660ml



LAL TOOFAN 
Originally brewed in India near Mumbai  
in the State of Maharastra, bottles were first 
imported into the UK in 1993. As popularity 
for  this wonderful beer grew, draught was 
launched, and now brewing is undertaken 
in the UK.



In north-west India, in the deserts of Rajasthan, 

there are storms that colour the sky red, and 

it’s from these that the cooling Lal Toofan 

takes its name.  

 
 
 

You’ll find this cool, full-bodied lager 

perfectly complements  spicy cuisine.

SIZE:  

Premium Draught - ABV : 4.3% - Size: 50LTR  

Pils Draught - ABV : 3.6% - Size: 50LTR 
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Our Export lager is only available as a 50L keg but 
it has one very unique selling point: customers are 
able to personalise the font badge to suit their
establishment should they wish to. The standard 
font available to customers is shown to the left.

Export is skilfully brewed using British malts, hops 
and a unique yeast to produce a full and clean 
Bavarian style lager, with a hint of Saaz hop to finish.

Some examples of customer badges
are below:



GRAYS
 
BITTER
ABV: 3.6%  - Size: 50LTR
Gray’s Extra Smooth Bitter is very smooth, creamy 
and light bodied. The flavour is of Chocolate Malt, 
with a hint of caramel. The blend of English hops add 
aroma and a delightful dry finish, with just the right 
amount of bitterness. 

SMOOTH EXTRA MILD
ABV: 3.5%  - Size: 50LTR
Gray’s Extra Smooth Dark Mild is a dark, rich and very 
smooth ale and although its rich dark roasted colours 
suggests otherwise, it is surprisingly light bodied.



SOUTH WEST
ORCHARDS 
CRAFT CIDER
 
South West Orchards is created by Sheppy’s Cider 
Limited. An independent family cider-making 
business, owned and run by David and Louisa 
Sheppy, the Sheppy family has been making high-
quality traditional Somerset ciders for 200 years. 

Using only 100% fresh pressed apple juice that is 
fermented naturally, and then matured in its natural 
state for 3 months, the end result is a delicious craft 
cider range that has no added sugar or additives. 

Both vegan-friendly and gluten-free, the range 
now includes draught cider, bottled cider and a low 
alcohol 0.5% ABV cider.

FOOD PAIRING
 
Both South West Orchards Ciders have 
the perfect balance of acidity and 
sweetness, making them the perfect 
partners for food such as chicken, 
cheese and salads with creamy dressings.

SILVER
2019







ORIGINAL CRAFT CIDER 
ABV: 5.0%  -  Size: Draught 50LTR / 500ml Bottle 
This is made with a blend of the finest West Country 
cider apples, such as Yarlington Mill, Harry’s Master 

and Dabinett, plus a small amount of dessert apple 
to give the cider a fruity bite.  

 
RASPBERRY CRAFT CIDER 

ABV: 4.0% - Size: 500ml Bottle 
A bittersweet cider infused with pure raspberry juice. 

This handcrafted gold-winning  process creates 
an extremely smooth cider with a refreshing 

hint of raspberry fruitiness.

LOW ALCOHOL CRAFT CIDER
ABV: 0.5%  - Size: 500ml Bottle  

This award-winning low alcohol edition of our 
Modern Craft Cider is made with a special blend 

of traditional cider and dessert  apple juice to taste 
just  as delicious and refreshing  as our original variety. 

All of our South West Orchards cider is fermented 

under ambient conditions, and then allowed  

to mature naturally for at least three months.



FOOD PAIRING
Appleshed complements foods such as BBQ meats 
and cheeses. Look to add BBQ chicken and corn to 
your menu for that perfect smoky pairing. Equally 
Appleshed pairs beautifully with cheese, so a classic 
cheeseburger or salad with blue cheese dressing 
will be perfect.

APPLESHED 
CIDERS
Beautifully British from Pip to Pint.

The story of Appleshed Cider goes back to the 
humblest of beginnings.

In a quaint countryside apple shed, specially selected 
apples were handpicked, stored, washed and mashed 
to make authentic, farmhouse cider. This craft cider 
then made its way to the merchants of Ledbury, the 
home of delicious English cider. 

From pip to pint, Appleshed continues to 
meticulously make our cider here to this very day. 

Appleshed reminds us of these apple sheds, 
celebrating the careful craft and humble heritage 
with which our cider was born, and where it all began 
in these very same orchards, on these same rolling 
hills. Beautifully British and crafted with care down 
to the very last drop, Appleshed is a crisp, premium, 
authentic cider in two mouth-watering flavours; 
original and dark fruits.

APPLESHED



ORIGINAL - ABV : 4.8%  - Size: 50LTR 

Appleshed is a smooth cider that has a complex taste

journey. With a single-apple flavour, it is slightly tart

and sour. It’s th
e blend of the bittersweet cider apples,

grown and pressed in Herefordshire, that gives 

Appleshed Original its unique, thirst-quenching taste.

DARK FRUITS - ABV : 4.0%  - Size: 50LTR 

There are lots of berry-flavoured ciders on the 

market, but we wanted to create something different:

a drink that would meet our consumers, demands 

for refreshment while delivering a moreish, fruity 

taste that leaves them wanting more.



SOHO STREET 
COCKTAILS
Soho. The home of good times since good times 
began. If times began in the 1950’s. Because that’s 
when this little village became the drinking capital 
of the capital. Loved by people who know their 
drinks. And by people by who love drinking them.

Soho Street Cocktails is a bit of both. 

Soho Street Cocktails make classic cocktails the way 
they were intended. Following the same recipes of 
the geniuses that invented them. Using the purest, 
freshest, realest ingredients just like they did.

With one tiny twist… we cram all of that magic into 
recyclable pouches that you can keep in the fridge. 

Just pour over ice, shake and serve.

PINA COLADA
ABV: 9.5%
Our version of this classic cocktail combines premium
Coconut Milk with NFC Pineapple Juice and 3 year old
premium Caribbean Rum. The outcome is a perfect Pina 
Colada that is pure holiday in a glass!



THE SIGNATURE 
COCKTAILS
ESPRESSO MARTINI 12% ABV 
Our take on this World famous cocktail uses small-batch
Cold Brew Coffee. This is blended with Triple Distilled 
Vodka and our own Coffee & Caramel liqueur to create 
a sumptuous, modern take on this classic cocktail.

STRAWBERRY DAIQUIRI 9.5% ABV 
This Cuban classic provides the ultimate refreshment. 
NFC Strawberry Puree, NFC Lime Juice and 3 year 
old premium Caribbean Rum are blended together to 
make our version of this World famous cocktail. Enjoy 
with a squeeze of lime.

COMING SOON!
COSMOPOLITAN 10% ABV 
This classic cocktail includes NFC Cranberry Juice, 
Triple Distilled Vodka, Triple sec and NFC Lime Juice. 
The outcome is a perfect, fruit driven, zesty Cosmo 
that will keep customers coming back for more.

PORN STAR MARTINI
ABV: 9.5%
Designed to be fun, indulgent and evocative this recipe 
brings together a blend of NFC Ecuadorian Passion Fruit 
puree, pure Vanilla and Triple Distilled Vodka. 

“As good as Douglas Ankrah’s original” – BBC’s Joe Wadsack



SOHO STREET 
COCKTAILS
∙ NFC – our fruit is not from concentrate

∙ No artificial flavours or colourings

∙ Vegan and gluten free

∙   18 months shelf life unopened and 4 weeks   
shelf life once opened

∙ Recyclable packaging

∙ Speed of serve – less than 20 seconds

∙ Consistent cocktails every time

∙ Can be stored in the fridge or ambient

∙  Our coffee is a cold brew coffee from   
an Eco-Roast Facility

∙ Simply shake over ice and serve!



SPRING WATERS,
TONICS & MIXERS 
Marlish spring water, tonics and mixers are sustainably produced and packaged at the source of a spring
on Marlish Farm in Northumberland. A traditional farm for over 80 years, Marlish have recently diversified, 
tapping into the natural spring source on-site to produce a fantastic range of drinks.

Sourced in the hills of Northumberland, spring water slowly filters through the rock and mineral strata for 150 
years acquiring its pure quality and fine taste. Using spring water as the basis for all of Marlish’s drinks, they are 
committed to combining it with only the finest natural ingredients. Marlish have taken the time to research and 
develop the flavours in-house. As there is no sugar within the drinks, they work to ensure the flavours stand out
on their own, by hand selection and extracting essence from the best ingredients.

Marlish drinks are all sugar-free, low calorie and free from artificial preservatives.

Sugar free and
no artificial

preservatives

100% vegan 
friendly

Bottled at
source in

Northumberland

Free from
plastic



FOUNDERS JOE 
AND ELIZABETH
“Our surroundings are  
so beautiful, it makes
us conscious of the 
impact we might have; 
we want  to make our 
output as sustainable
as possible.”
- Joe Evans

SUSTAINABLY PRODUCED
ON MARLISH FARM 
Marlish take great care to protect the local area and minimize their environmental footprint. The water 
s naturally filtered and all of Marlish’s ranges are sustainably produced and packaged at source, to preserve
the unique taste and pure quality of the water, whilst limiting the impact on the environment.



SUGAR-FREE TONICS & MIXERS 
Looking to ‘mix up’ your mixer range? Why not do it sustainably with the range of Marlish tonics and mixers?

GINGER ALE   
Made with a blend of rare and unique
ginger oils, they have purposely increased
the fiery notes at the back of this drink 
to extenuate the flavours of the paired 
premium spirit.

RASPBERRY TONIC 
Fresh raspberry extract has been added 
to the distiller’s choice tonic to create a 
subtle and tart tonic with a drop of black 
carrot juice added for natural colour. 

LEMONADE 
Premium lemonade combining sharp 
Sicilian lemon oils and Northumbrian 
Spring Water.

SODA WATER
Made with the finest Northumbrian
Spring Water which takes over 150 years 
to filter through the rock strata, Marlish 
soda has been carbonated to perfection 
with champagne-like bubbles.

DANDELION & BURDOCK TONIC 
Infusions of dandelion, burdock
and quinine create the unmistakable
taste and aroma of this classic.

ELDERFLOWER TONIC  
Using only the finest natural wild 
elderflower extract to give a light floral
character that balances the bitter quinine.

ENGLISH TONIC 
By using rose petal, lemon and orange 
extracts, Marlish have created a unique 
tonic with a delicately sweet floral taste.

DISTILLERS CHOICE TONIC
Uniquely pure tasting with subtle and
supportive citrus notes that are perfectly
balanced by natural quinine. Created
by master distillers for premium gins.

RHUBARB & GINGER ALE  
A warming rhubarb and ginger mixer 
from the team at Marlish.It captures a 
fine balance between intense rush of 
ginger spice and the evocative, almost 
nostalgic subtle sweetness of rhubarb. 
Try this with your favourite house spirit!



500ML TONIC & MIXER RANGE 
Brand new to the market, with five varietals of the 500ml Marlish Tonics and Mixers range to choose from, 
these sugar-free, low calorie and vegan-friendly drinks provide the perfect pairing for a wide range of spirits – 
whilst also being delicious enough to enjoy on their own.

The 500ml range includes:
• Marlish English Tonic Water
• Marlish Raspberry Tonic Water
• Marlish Elderflower Tonic Water
• Marlish Dandelion & Burdock Tonic Water
• Marlish Rhubarb Ginger Ale

8 x 500ml bottles per case.



STILL, SPARKLING & NATURALLY 
FLAVOURED SPRING WATER 
Marlish sugar-free and low calorie still, sparkling and naturally flavoured spring water are a combination
of naturally filtered spring water, champagne-like bubbles and the finest natural fruit extracts.

Canned at site in an infinitely recyclable aluminium can, the range offers the perfect sustainable refreshment. 

STILL SPRING WATER   
Pure spring water in an infinitely 
recyclable can.

SPARKLING SPRING WATER 
Pure spring water combined with the 
finest tasting champagne-like bubbles.

SPARKLING RASPBERRY
SPRING WATER
Combining wild raspberry extracts and 
oils with slowly filtered spring water and 
fine, light bubbles to create a refreshing 
drink with less than seven calories per can. 

SPARKLING BRAZILIAN
ORANGE SPRING WATER
Combining outstanding Brazilian 
Orange extracts and oils with slowly 
filtered spring water to create a sharp 
and clean beverage that is the ultimate 
orange refreshment.

SPARKLING SICILIAN
LEMON SPRING WATER
Slowly filtered spring water is combined 
with the finest Sicilian Lemon extracts 
and oils to create a delicate, sparkling 
drink free from artificial preservatives 
and sugar.

SPARKLING ELDERFLOWER 
SPRING WATER 
Less than four calories per can, the 
Sparkling Elderflower Spring Water 
meticulously combines Marlish’s pure, 
filtered spring water with premium 
elderflower extracts and oils.

24 x 330ml cans per case.



STILL AND 
SPARKLING
SPRING WATER 
Sourced in the hills of Northumberland, Marlish 
spring water takes over 150 years to slowly filter 
through rock and mineral strata, acquiring its pure 
quality and taste. 

Bottled at source on Marlish farm, the 330ml and 
750ml glass bottled spring water range is perfect 
for elevating any occasion and an ideal addition for 
restaurants, bars, conferences and hotel facilities.

24 x 330ml bottles per case

12 x 750ml bottles per case



BESPOKE POS 
Bespoke PoS such as pairing menus, mixer menus and table talkers available on request.



We’d love to hear from you.
 

To stock any of our Signature Brands in your outlets
or to find out more about our ranges, please contact us:

 
info@signature-brands.co.uk
www.signature-brands.co.uk


